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A Front Porch Travelogue
Sweet Home Chicago
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Introduction

For those not familiar with the Front Porch 
Travelers, let me take a moment to introduce 
you. They are six senior citizens who have 
become very real over the past many years 
that they’ve been presenting the travelogue for 
Activity Connection. Couples Nell and Truman 
McGiver and Bert and Ethel Davis join sisters 
Mabel and Maude Gunderson in their virtual 
adventures around the world. Click here to learn 
more about the Front Porch Travelers.

http://www.activityconnection.com/meet-the-mcgivers/
http://www.activityconnection.com/meet-the-mcgivers/
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The Blues Brothers, Jake and Elwood, 
might have said it best in their song 
“Sweet Home Chicago” from the 
movie The Blues Brothers. They sang, 
“Baby, don’t you wanna go back to that 
same old place—sweet home Chicago,” 
and this month, the Front Porch 
Travelers are doing just that. Chicago 
is near and dear to Bert’s heart because 
that is where his grandparents lived 
during the 1940s.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0mZgpj8C_Q
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0080455/
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Truman Loves History
The city of Chicago is located in the 
area of the United States known as 
the Midwest. It is located in Illinois, 
which joins the states of Indiana, 
Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Missouri, Ohio, Nebraska, North 
Dakota, South Dakota, and 
Wisconsin in what is also called the 
Heartland of America. 
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The first record of the name 
“Chicago” dates back to 1688 and was 
derived from the Algonquian word 
Chigagou, meaning onion field or 
wild garlic. The city’s first permanent 
settler was Jean Baptiste Point du 
Sable, a trapper and merchant 
originally from Haiti. In 1779, he 
built the trading post that evolved 
into what we now know as Chicago. 
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Here are some highlights of the interesting history 
of this dynamic city:

• Chicago was incorporated in 1833 as a town 
and in 1837 as a city.

• In 1871, the Great Chicago Fire raged for more 
than 24 hours and destroyed one-third of the city. 
Some 300 lives were lost, although only 120 bodies 
were recovered. The popular story behind the cause 
of the blaze was fabricated by Michael Ahern, a 
Chicago Tribune reporter. He wrote that the cow 
Mrs. O’Leary (an actual person) was milking kicked 
over a lantern, igniting the fire. 

https://www.timelines.ws/cities/CHICAGO.HTML
https://www.ripleys.com/weird-news/olearys-chicago-fire-cow/
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Even though this proved to be just a rumor, 
the story endured, and there was even a 
song written about it with the lyrics:

Late at night, when we were all in bed, 
Mrs. O’Leary lit a lantern in the shed. 
Her cow kicked it over, 
Then winked her eye and said, 
“There’ll be a hot time in the old-town tonight!”
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The Chicago Water Tower and 
Pumping Station on Michigan 
Avenue are among the few buildings 
that survived the Great Fire. 
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Born in New Jersey, but later based 
in Chicago, Aaron Montgomery 
Ward, a traveling salesman of  
dry goods, published his first  
mail-order catalog in 1872. His 
initial inventory of wares was 
destroyed in Chicago’s 1871 fire, 
but his catalog, fondly known as 
the “Wish Book,” became a favorite 
in households all across America.
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In 1886, at Chicago’s Haymarket Square, 
a demonstration for an eight- hour 
workday turned into a riot after a bomb 
was thrown at the police. There were 
60 civilians and seven police officers 
injured, along with one civilian killed. In 
the aftermath of the bombing, the police 
opened fire on the protesters, causing 
more police and civilians to be killed. 
This event resulted in ongoing protests.
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Ultimately, the protesters 
won reform for meatpacking, 
shipping, and manufacturing 
workers. It was also a significant 
influence on the creation 
of International May Day 
observances for workers.
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The Columbian Exposition held 
in Chicago’s Jackson Park in 1893 
attracted over 20 million visitors. 
The white Gilded Age buildings 
constructed for the exposition earned 
Chicago the nickname of “the White 
City.” At the end of the exposition, all 
the buildings were destroyed except for 
the Palace of Fine Arts, now known as 
the Museum of Science and Industry.
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In the late 1800s, Chicago was 
known as a national retail center 
and home to a growing number of 
business tycoons. They included 
such familiar names as George 
Pullman, Philip Armour, and 
Marshall Field.
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In 1885, the world’s first 
skyscraper was built in Chicago. 
It was the 10-story Home 
Insurance Building. In 1931, it 
was demolished to make way 
for an even taller building, the 
45-story Field Building.
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In 1900, a team of innovative engineers 
took on the project of reversing the flow 
of the Chicago River. The plan was to 
have it empty into the Mississippi River 
rather than Lake Michigan in order 
to divert sewage away from the Lake 
Michigan water supply. The Chicago 
River is one of the few rivers that flows 
backward and one of the few dyed green 
annually to celebrate St. Patrick’s Day.
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During the turbulent times of WWI, 
many African Americans from the 
South migrated to Chicago. They 
brought with them a vibrant culture 
and gave birth to what would become 
Chicago versions of the blues and jazz. 
Tensions arose between the newcomers 
and ethnic groups established in the 
city. There were a string of bombings 
and, in 1919, a race riot.
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On November 3, 1948, the 
Chicago Tribune printed the 
infamous headline “Dewey 
Defeats Truman.” Unfortunately, 
the headline was in error, as not 
all of the votes had been counted. 
For one brief moment in time, 
Dewey was victorious. Can you 
imagine his disappointment?
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Richard Daly is a name closely 
associated with Chicago. He was 
elected mayor in 1955 and served 
six terms until his death in 1976. 
His son, Richard M. Daly, served 
as mayor from 1989 to 2011.
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Today, Chicago is known for many things, including hot dogs, deep-dish pizzas, 
1920s gangsters, architecture (does Frank Lloyd Wright ring a bell?), museums, 
skyscrapers, and die-hard sports fans. It’s a city to celebrate and enjoy, and 
therefore it is not surprising that more than 35 million people visit there each year.
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Discussion Starters

• Have you visited Chicago? If so, what was your experience there?  

• Do you have any experience with being so sure of something only to 
find out what you thought would happen didn’t? How do you think 
Dewey must have felt when he found he hadn’t won the election?

• When you think of Chicago, what words come to mind to describe 
the city?
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Nell Talks Trivia

I learned so many interesting things about Chicago that I’ve been looking 
forward to sharing with you. Here they are:

• In 1892, the first elevated railway, 
popularly known as the “L” train, 
was constructed in Chicago. It is 
inexpensive, easy to use, and on an 
average weekday some 1.6 million 
rides are taken on it.
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• When it comes to population, 
Chicago is the third-largest city 
in the U.S. (following New York 
City and Los Angeles).

• The flag of Chicago has four stars 
representing the Chicago fire, the 
World’s Columbian Exposition, 
the Century of Progress 
Exposition, and Fort Dearborn. 

http://www.encyclopedia.chicagohistory.org/pages/477.html
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Chicago is known for its 26 miles 
of public beaches, 552 parks, and 
a 28-mile man-made shoreline 
along Lake Michigan.
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The oldest ballpark in 
Major League Baseball is 
Wrigley Field, home of the 
Chicago Cubs.
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The largest collection of 
impressionist paintings outside 
of Paris is housed in the Art 
Institute of Chicago.
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In order to expand Grant Park, 
one of Chicago’s first parks, 
trash and debris left from the 
1871 Great Fire was used to 
fill in part of Lake Michigan to 
create more land area.
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Chicago got its nickname of  
“The Windy City” not just from 
its prevailing breezes, but more so 
from all of the “hot air” generated 
by its bombastic politicians.
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In 1902, an elephant by the name 
of Alice at the Lincoln Park 
Zoo became ill. She was given 
whiskey in the hopes it would 
pick her up. It did, but she also 
reportedly became an alcoholic 
because she liked it so well.
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In 1955, the first McDonald’s 
franchise owned by Ray 
Kroc opened in the Chicago 
suburb of Des Plains.
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• Dr. Bernard Fantus established the first 
blood bank in the U.S. in Chicago in 
1937. Soon after that, hospitals around the 
country opened their own blood banks. 

• The first open-heart surgery in the 
country was performed by Dr. Daniel 
Hale Williams in 1893 at Chicago’s 
Provident Hospital. The patient had 
been stabbed close to the heart but was 
able to fully recover in two months 
because of the surgery.
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Discussion Starters
• If you were to design a flag with four memorable images, what would 

they be? 

• Are you a fan of baseball? What team do you root for? 

• Have you ever donated blood at a blood bank? If so, would you 
describe your experience?
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Mabel Thanks Chicago
Many famous people have called Chicago home, and 
many important inventions originated there. The list of 
this city’s accomplishments is long and quite impressive:

• The zipper was originally designed in 1851 by 
Elias Howe, the inventor of the sewing machine. 
He was too busy to market the idea, and it wasn’t 
until 40 years later that Chicagoan Whitcomb 
Judson improved upon the design and promoted 
it. Originally known as a clasp locker, it was first 
meant to be a fastener for shoes.  
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In 1893, the Ferris wheel was 
invented. Designed and built by 
George Ferris Jr., it was initially 
referred to as the “Chicago Wheel.” 
It was the main attraction of the 
World’s Columbian Exposition 
held in Chicago the same year. 
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In 1868, the vacuum cleaner 
was invented in Chicago by 
Ives W. McGaffey. Called the 
Whirlwind, it was difficult to 
use because the operator had 
to turn a crank while pushing 
it along the floor.
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One of the original highway systems in 
the U.S. was Route 66 (also known as Will 
Rogers Highway, the Mother Road, or the 
Main Street of America). It was established 
on November 11, 1926, in Chicago and 
ran for 2,448 miles (3,940 km), ending 
in Los Angeles County, California. It is 
immortalized in the song “(Get Your Kicks 
on) Route 66” and the popular TV series 
Route 66. 
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In 1930, the Twinkie was invented 
by Jimmy Dewar. He worked as a 
manager for the Hostess Brands factory 
in Chicago and dreamed of creating 
a pastry filled with cream.  When his 
dream became a reality, he named 
the pastry after an ad for Twinkle Toe 
Shoes. Originally it was filled with 
banana cream but was changed to 
vanilla when bananas became scarce 
and were rationed during WWII.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cfpDzIG3inM
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Other inventions credited to 
Chicago include skyscrapers, roller 
skates, Cracker Jack, spray paint, 
softball, the wireless remote control, 
and mobile phones.
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Hugh Hefner began the 
publication of his magazine 
Playboy in 1953 in Chicago. 
He also built the first Playboy 
Mansion there.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KB88U_il7SQ
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Walt Disney was born in 
Chicago in 1901. It’s hard 
to imagine what so many 
childhoods would have been 
like without the gift of his 
imagination and creativity. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sz1BNfc50Io
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Robin Williams was born in 
Chicago in 1951. In part, he credits 
his humor to his attempts to gain 
his mother’s attention by making 
her laugh. When he graduated 
from high school he was voted 
“Most Likely Not to Succeed” and 
“Funniest” by his classmates. They 
were right about the funny, but very 
wrong about not succeeding.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmqmyYRi-lU
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Former First Lady Michelle 
Obama was born on Chicago’s 
South Shore. Former President 
Barack Obama is considered an 
honorary Chicagoan; he taught 
at the University of Chicago Law 
School and served three terms in 
the Illinois Senate.
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Shel Silverstein, acclaimed 
author of children’s books, 
poetry, and cartoons, grew 
up in the Logan Square 
neighborhood of Chicago.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNiaYHZme_U
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Former First Lady and Secretary 
of State Hillary Clinton was 
born and raised in the Park 
Ridge suburb of Chicago.
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Other famous people who call 
Chicago home include skater 
Dorothy Hamill, model Cindy 
Crawford, acclaimed sculptor 
and ceramicist Ruth Duckworth, 
comedians Bill Murray and 
Melissa McCarthy, and musician 
and artist Kanye West.

https://americanart.si.edu/artist/ruth-duckworth-5972
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BBGLr7cHIDY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kanye_West
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Discussion Starters

• Of the inventions mentioned, which ones have been most 
important to you and why?

• Of the people mentioned, which ones are you familiar with and 
what do you know of them?

• Did you ever travel along Route 66? Did you watch the TV show 
by the same name? If so, were you a fan?
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Bert Finds No Honor Among Thieves 

Part of Chicago’s history (and 
one it’s often identified with) are 
its gangster roots, dating back 
to the 1920s during the time of 
Prohibition. On July 1, 1919, the 
sale and consumption of alcohol 
was outlawed. The night before, 
over $2 million in liquor sales were 
generated in Chicago as people 
prepared for the long drought ahead. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sbzoryZKcmQ
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By the 1930s, gangsters like Al Capone 
and John Dillinger were making 
headlines as part of the Chicago Outfit, 
also known as the Chicago Mafia or 
Mob. Originating on the city’s South 
Side, this Italian American organized 
crime syndicate engaged in a wide 
range of criminal activities. Here are 
highlights (or lowlights) of some of 
Chicago’s gangsters from that era:
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Alphonse Gabriel “Al” Capone was perhaps 
the most notorious gangster of all time. At 
his prime, the illegal rackets he controlled 
brought in about $100 million a year. Also 
known as Scarface, he first came to Chicago 
from Brooklyn, New York, at the age of 20. 
He became the head of the Chicago Mafia 
and is believed to have orchestrated the St. 
Valentine’s Day Massacre in 1929, in which 
seven members of Chicago’s North Side Gang 
were shot and killed. 
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He was sentenced in 1932 at the 
age of 33 to 11 years in federal 
prison for tax evasion. 

In 1934, he was moved to 
Alcatraz Federal Penitentiary, 
where his health deteriorated 
from a case of untreated 
syphilis. Because of his failing 
health, he was released from 
prison in 1939. 
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Fate:  Upon his release from prison, he was 
treated at Union Memorial Hospital in Baltimore, 
Maryland. He became one of the first American 
patients to receive penicillin, a new drug at the 
time. It helped slow down the progression of the 
disease but was given too late to reverse the brain 
damage that had occurred. Capone was left with 
the mentality of a 12-year-old. 
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While some report that Capone had a low 
IQ, IQ tests were not administered until 
after his imprisonment. He scored 95, which 
is an average score. It is likely he previously 
had a higher intelligence, but brain damage 
affected him during the testing. 

He spent the last years of his life at his 
mansion in Palm Island in Miami Beach, 
Florida, with his wife, while doting on his 
grandchildren. He died at home on  
January 22, 1947, surrounded by family.
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Lester Joseph Gillis was known by his 
alias, George Nelson. He was partners 
with John Dillinger and helped him escape 
from prison in Indiana. He was nicknamed 
Baby Face Nelson because of his youthful 
appearance and small stature, but few 
dared to call him that to his face. He is 
remembered for killing more FBI agents 
(three) than anyone else. 

Fate: He was killed in a shootout in 1934 in 
Wilmette, Chicago. 
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Johnny “the Fox” Torrio was an Italian American 
mobster who helped build the Chicago Outfit that 
was later inherited by Al Capone. He was known 
for his cunning and finesse. In late 1925, he moved 
to Italy with his wife and mother but returned to 
the United States in 1928 to escape the pressure 
Mussolini was putting on the Mafia in Italy. He was 
sent to prison in 1939 for two years for tax evasion. 

Fate: On April 16, 1957, while sitting in a barber’s 
chair in Brooklyn waiting for a haircut, Torrio had a 
heart attack. He died several hours later. 
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Charles Dean O’Banion was the main rival of Johnny 
Torrio and Al Capone during the 1920s bootlegging wars in 
Chicago and led the North Side Gang until 1924. In 1921, he 
bought an interest in a flower shop in the River North area 
of Chicago as a front for his illegal operations. Apparently, 
he was fond of flowers and liked arranging them. The shop 
soon became the florist of choice for mob funerals. 

Fate: O’Banion was shot and killed by rival gang 
members on November 10, 1924, while clipping 
chrysanthemums in the back room of the flower shop. 
His killing sparked a brutal five-year war between the 
North Side Gang and the Chicago Outfit.
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George “Bugs” Moran was a gangster in Chicago 
during the Prohibition era. He was incarcerated three 
times before his 21st birthday. Moran was the head 
of the Irish North Side Gang, which suffered a severe 
blow when seven members died at the infamous St. 
Valentine’s Day Massacre. Moran was able to maintain 
control of his territory until the 1930s but never was 
able to recover his gang’s former power. By the 1940s, 
he was almost penniless. 

Fate: Moran died from lung cancer in Leavenworth 
Federal Prison in Kansas on February 25, 1957, at the 
age of 63.
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Frank “the Enforcer” Nitti was one of 
Capone’s top henchmen and would eventually 
succeed him as the Chicago Outfit boss. He 
provided the “muscle” for enforcing the  
mob’s vendettas. 

Fate: Being severely claustrophobic, when 
faced with extended jail time for the extortion 
of Hollywood studios, Nitti committed suicide 
on March 19, 1943, by stepping out in front of 
a train on the tracks near his home.
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During the Depression era, John Dillinger 
and his infamous Dillinger gang were 
known for robbing banks (primarily in the 
Midwest) and killing 10 men in the process. 
He returned to Chicago after a near capture in 
Wisconsin and worked for a period of time as 
a clerk under the alias of Jimmy Lawrence. 

Fate: Dillinger was killed on July 22, 1934, by 
federal agents at the Biograph Theater  
in Chicago. 
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Discussion Starters
• Are the names of any of the gangsters mentioned familiar to you? 

What do you know of them?

• If you had a chance to interview one of the gangsters, who would it be? 
And why? 
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Maude Takes a Tour

There is so much to see and do in this beautiful 
city. Here are some of the highlights:

• Gangsters Tour – This 90-minute bus tour 
takes you past memorable places such as 
the site of the St. Valentine’s Day Massacre 
and the Biograph Theater, where Dillinger 
was gunned down by FBI agents. Your tour 
guide will keep you entertained with riveting 
gangster tales from bygone days.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7TGg7VOsjDM
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Chicago Architecture River 
Cruise – In warmer weather, 
this is a must-do when 
visiting Chicago. A leisurely 
cruise on the Chicago River 
affords a clear view of more 
than 40 important landmarks 
along with commentary from 
an expert tour guide. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ortpSNbcMqY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ortpSNbcMqY
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Grant Park and Buckingham Fountain – 
This 319-acre (129-hectare) park space is a 
great place for people to enjoy the outdoors. 
There are walking paths, baseball diamonds, 
flowering gardens, and wide-open grassy 
areas. At its heart is Buckingham Fountain, 
which is one of the largest fountains in the 
world. It has 133 jets that shoot water some 
150 feet (46 meters) into the air. At night 
there are lights and music added to the 
display. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bpTReo7nS1c
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The Field Museum – Opened 
in 1893, the Field Museum is 
known as one of the biggest and 
best natural museums in the 
world. It houses more than 24 
million objects, including fossils, 
gemstones, and animal and plant 
specimens. A longtime favorite 
is Sue, the world’s most complete 
tyrannosaurus rex skeleton. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YVIio9zNE0
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The T. rex was named after Sue 
Hendrickson, who discovered 
the dinosaur in South Dakota. 
Recently moved to a private space, 
Sue’s former spot in the museum 
has been filled with a 121-foot 
(37-meter) titanosaur skeleton 
that is apparently not named.
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The Magnificent Mile – If you 
love to shop as much as the Front 
Porch ladies do, then you will 
think you have died and gone 
to heaven when you see the 
Magnificent Mile on Michigan 
Avenue. Covering eight blocks, 
there are more than 460 retailers 
(mostly high-end) and 275 
restaurants in the immediate area.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzS7Ek2WQSY
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Millennium Park – This 24.5-acre (10-hectare) 
space showcases cutting-edge architecture, 
landscaping, and art. Of special interest is the 
Crown Fountain and Cloud Gate, which is  
better known as “the Bean.” The fountain has 
two 50-foot (15.24-meter) towers facing each 
other at either end of a shallow reflecting pool. 
The towers have LED screens that project the 
faces of 1,000 different Chicago residents. Spouts 
positioned where the mouths of the people 
are located   appear to be spitting water at the 
audience, much to their delight.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yU788KLA80
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NziRaGxI8Ow
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The Cloud Gate is a 110-ton (99.7-metric ton) bean-shaped 
sculpture that reflects the Chicago skyline and the people standing  
in front of it.
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Willis Tower, formerly known as Sears Tower – This 
110-story, 1,450-foot (442.1-meter) skyscraper 
held the title of the tallest building  
in the world for 25 years. It now ranks as the 
23rd tallest. The observation deck on the 103rd 
floor is one of the city’s biggest tourist attractions. 
Elevators arrive there in about 60 seconds, giving 
passengers the thrill of feeling the change of 
pressure as they ascend. On a clear day you can see 
for 50 miles (80 km), which includes the states of 
Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, and Michigan.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5vC9Nanvek
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Navy Pier – This 50-acre 
(20-hectare) amusement park 
overlooks Lake Michigan. It 
is a favorite of both young 
and old with its 213-foot 
(65-meter) Ferris wheel, rides, 
amusements, souvenir shops, 
and places to eat.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qtjt5YJmjy8
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The Art Institute of Chicago – This 
art lover’s delight includes more than 
30 Monet paintings on display, as well 
as works by Renoir, Seurat, and Van 
Gogh. Modern art is well represented 
with paintings by Jackson Pollock, 
Matisse, and Warhol. Architecture is 
represented with drawings and models 
by famous architects from the area 
including Chicago’s pride and joy, 
Frank Lloyd Wright.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QiqPvJVgyqE
https://franklloydwright.org/frank-lloyd-wright/
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Shedd Aquarium – What  
was once the world’s largest 
indoor aquarium was donated 
in 1930 by philanthropist 
John G. Shedd. It houses some 
32,500 aquatic creatures from 
around the planet.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkKYYqJnNpA
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Discussion Starters

• Of the places Maude has described, are there any you would most 
want to see? And why?  

• Do you enjoy going to museums?  

• What is the tallest building you have ever been to? Would you be 
afraid to step out on the glass ledge on the observation deck in the 
Willis Tower? 
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Ethel Enjoys the Taste of Chicago
If you love food, then Chicago’s the city for you. 
Chicago is all about food, and there’s so much of it to 
sample and enjoy. It’s especially fun to visit the city 
in July when, for five days, Chicago holds its largest 
outdoor food festival, known as the Taste of Chicago. 
People from all over the world come to partake in not 
only great food but music performances and arts and 
crafts displays as well.

I was surprised at how many of my favorite foods 
originated in Chicago. Here are some highlights:

https://www.chicagofoodplanet.com/chicago-food/
https://www.chicagofoodplanet.com/chicago-food/
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Brownies—This dessert was invented by 
the wife of a man who owned the Palmer 
House hotel at the time of the World’s 
Fair. She wanted to bake a treat similar 
to cake but with a different texture 
that would make it suitable for lunch 
boxes. First advertised in the 1898 Sears 
Roebuck catalog, the original brownies 
were made with semi-sweet chocolate 
and crushed walnuts and topped with 
an apricot glaze made from preserves. 
Needless to say, they were a big hit!
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Chicago deep-dish pizza. If you haven’t 
tasted one, then you don’t know what 
you’re missing. It was invented in 1943 
by Ike Sewell, the owner of Pizzeria Uno 
(still in operation). The buttery, rich 
dough is baked in a round pie pan with 
dough up the sides, making it “deep 
dish.” Before adding toppings, the dough 
is partially baked. Being deep, there is 
more room for cheese and toppings piled 
high. Have utensils ready, as a knife and 
fork are required to eat it.
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Italian beef sandwich. Created during the 
Depression by Italian immigrant Al Ferreri 
and family, the sandwich quickly gained a 
far-reaching following. Introduced at Al’s 
Beef eatery in 1938, the sandwich took what 
was usually bland, flavorless meat and made 
it taste better and last longer. The Italian-
style roll is thick enough for sopping up the 
savory seasoned broth the beef is cooked 
in. Today, Chicago has over 300 Italian beef 
places, and thankfully, almost all 50 states 
have some as well. 
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Chicago hot dog. Again, if you’ve 
never had a Chicago dog, then you 
don’t know what you’re missing! 
This all-beef hot dog served in 
a poppy seed bun is “dragged 
through the garden” with toppings 
of green relish, chopped onions, 
sliced tomatoes, peppers, dill 
pickle, celery salt, and mustard 
(never ketchup). 
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Cracker Jacks. Created by German immigrant 
Frederick William Rueckheim and his 
brother, this sweet treat of molasses-covered 
popcorn mixed with peanuts was introduced 
during the 1893 World’s Fair. Three years 
later, it was made available to the public and 
immortalized in the song “Take Me Out to 
the Ballgame.” In 1912, small prizes were 
included inside the boxes, and the already 
popular product got even more popular.  
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Sara Lee frozen desserts. In the 
1950s, Charles Lee founded Sara 
Lee, named after his daughter. 
He wanted to be able to ship his 
products outside of the Chicago 
area and came up with the plan 
to freeze them in foil baking 
pans. In time he was able to sell 
his product nationwide.
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Harold’s Chicken Shack. This is 
the place to go for fried chicken 
that is cooked-to-order with 
fries, cole slaw, and two slices of 
white bread to sop up the tasty 
hot sauce.
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Do-Rite Donuts. The buttermilk 
doughnut covered in a vanilla 
bean glaze is crunchy on the 
outside and soft as a pillow on the 
inside. It is sheer perfection when 
dunked in coffee.
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The Jibarito Sandwich. Created 
by Chicago’s Puerto Rican 
community, this sandwich is 
made without bread. Crispy 
plantains hold together layers 
of meat (usually steak), cheese, 
lettuce, and tomato, covered with 
a garlic-flavored mayonnaise.
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Now that I’m good and hungry, 
I’m going to head to the kitchen 
to fix myself something good 
to eat—maybe a Chicago dog. 
And after that, I’ll be thinking 
about next month and looking 
forward to our next destination.
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Discussion Starters
• Of the foods mentioned by Ethel, are there any you would 

particularly like to try?

• What kind of pizza do you like best? Do you like thin or thick crust? 
Extra cheese? What toppings? 

• How do you like your hot dogs cooked? Boiled, grilled, or fried? 
What kind of roll? What condiments?

• Do you enjoy making and eating brownies? Do you like them with 
nuts? Chocolate chips? Topped with whipped cream or ice cream?
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The End
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